shape d curve group. Thu s, a 30% difference was selected as the point where an RVR becomes significa nt. To achieve a 30% difference, the responses need be only 15% from the exact mean of 50%. To accept a lower number of significance is to come closer to an equal response. As an exam ple, 20% or 25% would then indica te a 10% to 12.5% difference from the exact mean of 50 %.
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Jongkees' formula for DP :
Each of the indi vidu al caloric responses is in the normal range of 5°/sec to 25°/sec. The velocity was calculated on the 10 seconds of tracing with the highest velocity. Thi s can be eyeballed with a regular stripchart reco rder , or the co mp ute r-based systems can calculate it as the looks at selected IO-second segments.The total distance the eyes have moved in 10 seconds is calculated and then divided by 10 to give the maxim um velocity in "Isec.
Ifa single maxim um beat or an average of three best beats is used, it may mislead one into ·finding a "no rmal" caloric respo nse. This patient exe mplifies a variation of normal, where the total number of beats is on the low side but the calc ulated velocity is in the normal range. The eyes could have traveled the same distance in beats of shorter excursion, yet the average maxim um veloci ty is the same .
Jongkees' formulas for reduced vestibular response (RVR) and for direc tional preponderance (DP) revea l these responses to be in the normal range.
Jongkees' formula for RVR:
Based on a retrospective computer analysis of the recor ds of880 patients who were tested and found to have "no neurotologic disease, " an RVR of30% or less encompassed 2 standard dev iations of the mean of this bell-The term "direct preponderance" was coined in 1942 by Fitzgera ld and Hallpike to describe the alterna te binaural bithermal response where the beating of nystagm us was significa ntly greater in one direction. In this same group of patients with "no neurotologic disease, " the level of significance was also calc ulated at 30%. The significance will be discussed in a later installment. ' Private Practitioner, Neurotologic Assoc iates; Attending Otolar yngo logist, Leno x Hill Hospita l; Assistant Attendin g Surgeon , Manhattan Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital, New York , NY.
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